Patterns of amino acid covariation in large protein sequence alignments can inform the prediction of de novo protein structures, binding interfaces, and mutational effects. While algorithms that detect these so-called evolutionary couplings between residues have proven useful for practical applications, less is known about how and why these methods perform so well, and what insights into biological processes can be gained from their application. Researchers frequently benchmark the performance of evolutionary coupling algorithms by comparing results with true structural contacts that are derived from solved protein structures. However, the method used to determine true structural contacts is not standardized and different definitions of structural contacts may have important consequences for comparing methods and understanding their overall utility. Here, we show that structural contacts between side-chain atoms are significantly more likely to be identified by evolutionary coupling analyses compared with backbone-based interactions. We use both simulation and empirical analyses to highlight that backbone-based definitions of true residue-residue contacts may underestimate the accuracy of evolutionary coupling algorithms by as much as 40%. These findings suggest that more advanced machine learning and neural network models developed to predict residue-residue contacts may be hindered by the use of mislabeled true positive training data. on the overall identifiability of evolutionary couplings. Finally, 42 the more distantly related a given homolog is to the target 43 structure, the more likely it is that there will be actual struc-44 tural differences between molecules making the designation of 45 a protein family based solely on sequence homology potentially 46 problematic.
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47
As researchers develop and refine algorithms to better pre-48 dict evolutionary couplings from large multiple sequence align- 49 ments, a common work-flow is to benchmark methods against 50 known protein structures to determine thee accuracy of residue-51 residue contact predictions (41, 42) . The large number of 52 protein structures that have been solved at atomic resolution 53 provides a training data set where intra-molecular contacts 54 are known (7) . However, even the most high-resolution crys- 55 tal structures of proteins require researchers to extrapolate 56 
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Evolutionary couplings between residues within a protein can provide valuable information about protein structures, proteinprotein interactions, and the mutability of individual residues. However, the mechanistic factors that determine whether two residues will co-evolve remains unknown. We show that structural proximity by itself is not sufficient for co-evolution to occur between residues. Rather, evolutionary couplings between residues are specifically governed by interactions between side-chain atoms. By contrast, intramolecular contacts between atoms in the protein backbone display only a weak signature of evolutionary coupling. These findings highlight that different types of stabilizing contacts exist within protein structures and that these types have a differential impact on the evolution of protein structures.
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from the location of particular atoms and residues to classify 57 residue-residue 'bonds' or 'contacts' (43) (44) (45) (46) (Fig. 1B,C) . We only consider this subset of possible 104 contacts for the remainder of this manuscript.
105
Many researchers have noted that the distance between 106 amino acid residues need not be defined by Cα atom-based 107 distances, and many applications rely on Cβ atoms (43) (44) (45) (46) . 108 A logical question is whether using different reference points 109 to define contacts matters in practice. To compare the con-110 sequences of choosing different reference points, we define all 111 residue-residue contacts according to the 8Å, Cα atom-based 112 distance threshold for a given protein. Next, we use the same 113 absolute number of contacts to determine a comparable dis-114 tance threshold (specific to each protein) to use for both Cβ 115 atom and side-chain center based distances such that an equal 116 number of putatively true contacts are identified regardless 117 of the distance metric employed (SI Fig. S1 ). Although the 118 distance matrices look similar for an example protein when cal-119 culated via Cα atoms or side-chain centers (Fig. 1B compared 120 to D), the resulting maps of residue-residue contacts show 121 considerable heterogeneity (Fig. 1C compared to E) . More 122 quantitatively, the set of all residue-residue distances mea-123 sured by either Cα atoms, Cβ atoms, or side-chain centers are 124 highly correlated with one another ( Fig. 2A (left), SI Fig. S2 ). 125 However, this strong overall correlation obscures important 126 differences in contact definitions which we observe when focus-127 ing within the narrow region where direct amino acid residue 128 contacts are defined ( Fig. 2A (right species-all of which partially limit the power of algorithms to 167 detect true evolutionary couplings in real data (55) .
168
We continued to use 1AOE as an example protein and varied 169 several parameters of our simulation to ensure robust results.
170
We defined true positive residue-residue contacts according 171 to the original PDB structure using residue-residue distances this subset of couplings) in almost all cases.
191
We additionally explored how the number of mutations 192 accumulated per sequence affected the ability of evolutionary 193 coupling algorithms to recover intramolecular contacts. We 194 fixed the number of replicate sequences at 3000, and observed 195 that PPV values showed minimal variation according to the 196 number of accepted mutations per sequence (Fig. 3C) . As be-197 fore, however, prediction accuracies were substantially higher 198 when we defined true contacts according to side-chain center 199 distances (Fig. 3D) .
200
These simulation results highlight that-across numerous 201 parameter combinations-the top L/2 evolutionary couplings 202 were all true positive intramolecular contacts as long as true 203 positives were defined according to side-chain centers and not 204 Cα carbons. Additionally, we depict Cα and side-chain center 205 based methods here because they represent extreme ends of 206 the spectrum from backbone to side-chains. Cβ-based contact 207 definitions had intermediate accuracy, plateauing at higher 208 values than Cα but lower than side-chain center definitions 209 (SI Fig. S3 ).
210
Empirical analyses. To see how evolutionary couplings com-211 pare to different definitions of true residue-residue contacts in 212 empirical data, we used PHMMER to identify sequence ho-213 mologs for each of the 150 proteins (see Materials and Methods 214 for details). We assessed the relationship between evolutionary 215 couplings and structural contacts for all proteins by calculat-216 ing the positive predictive value (PPV) of the highest L/2 217 couplings. (Fig. 4B,C) . Even between the more similar Cβ-and side-chain 235 center-based methods, the median percent increase in accuracy 236 was 13% (Fig. 4D,E) . Both comparisons were highly signifi-237 cant and persisted across the entire range of PPVs represented 238 within our dataset (Fig. 4B,D) (Fig. 5A) . As expected, when we look only at 258 residue-residue pairs that are defined as contacts via different 259 reference points, we see that side-chain based contact defini-260 tions strongly enrich for cases where both side-chains point 261 towards one another in an example protein (Fig. 5B) .
262
Across all 150 proteins in our dataset, we calculated the 263 fraction of all residue-residue pairs (regardless of whether 264 they are putative contacts, but subject to the same primary 265 chain distance constraints applied throughout this manuscript) 266 where both side-chains point towards one another and found 267 it to be relatively small (Fig. 5C , "All pairs"). However, this 268 fraction increases progressively when we limit our analysis to 269 the subset of residue-residue pairs identified as true contacts 270 for each protein according to Cα, Cβ and side-chain centers-271 illustrating that the trend observed in (Fig. 5B ) applies broadly. 272 If instead we only look at the top-ranked evolutionary cou-273 plings (ignoring whether or not the residue-residue pairs are 274 putatively true structural contacts), we observe that a large 275 fraction of the strongest identified evolutionary couplings are 276 between residues that point towards one another in the refer-277 ence protein structure. Additionally, this fraction is highest 278 for the most highly ranked evolutionary couplings and is sub-279 stantially higher than the proportion identified by Cα-based 280 distances.
281
To further illustrate this point, we turned to an alternative 282 method for determining intramolecular contacts that we have 283 not yet systematically explored: determining structural con-284 tacts based on the minimum distance between any two heavy 285 atoms for each residue-residue pair. We implemented two 286 versions of this algorithm, determining the minimum distance 287 between: i) all heavy atoms within residues and ii) side-chain 288 heavy atoms only. In each case, and to facilitate comparison 289 between methods, we again selected the shortest X distances 290 as contacts where X is the number of contacts identified for 291 each protein via the 8Å distance threshold using Cα. For 292 the set of 150 proteins, the resulting PPVs were significantly 293 higher when contacts were defined only according to side-chain 294 atoms as opposed to the complete set of backbone and side-295 chain atoms (SI Fig. S7 ). Furthermore, PPVs calculated via 296 side-chain center distances were statistically indistinguishable 297 from PPVs derived from the minimum distance between all 298 heavy atoms within side-chains.
299
Taken together, our analysis of side-chain orientations and 300 our analysis of contacts identified via minimum atomic dis-301 tances both highlight that evolutionary couplings frequently 302 occur between residues whose side-chains point towards one 303 another. Cα-(and to a lesser extent Cβ-) based contact defini-304
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tions classify a smaller number of contacts in this orientation, tramolecular contacts are defined; the definition of putatively 336 "true" structural contacts relies on the method used to cal-337 culate residue-residue distances. We show that evolutionary 338 couplings more accurately predict side-chain center-based con-339 tacts, and the strongest evolutionary couplings are consistently 340 enriched for residue-residue pairs where the side-chains are 341 oriented towards one-another. We speculate that accuracy 342 of supervised algorithms may be improved with more prop-343 erly labeled training data that corresponds with these known 344 biophysical constraints. Alternatively, supervised learning al-345 gorithms may be able to achieve even greater improvements in 346 accuracy by separating different types of residue-residue con-347 tacts according to their atomic interactions, training separate 348 models to detect each type, and integrating the results.
349
A number of issues constrain the maximal accuracy that 350 can be expected from using evolutionary couplings alone to 351 predict contacts. Anischenko et al. (2017) illustrated that 352 many so-called false positive signals resulting from evolu-353 tionary coupling analyses arise from repeat proteins, homo-354 oligomerization, and structural variation within protein fam-355 ilies (55) . Here, we show that another source of false posi-356 tive signals may simply be ill-defined true positive contacts. 357 Without changing anything about the way evolutionary cou-358 plings are calculated, we show their accuracy at predicting 359 intramolecular contacts is progressively higher for different 360 contact-definitions. Further, the magnitude of this difference 361 is not trivial: across a diverse set of proteins we show that 362 side-chain center based contacts are predicted with a median 363 of 43% and 13% higher accuracy than comparable Cα and 364 Cβ based contacts. Thus a substantial number of false posi-365 tive predictions made by evolutionary coupling analyses may 366 simply due to the false classification of true positives.
367
While improving contact identification methods is an impor-368 tant practical result, our findings improve our understanding 369 of protein evolution by showing that side-chain interactions 370 are more important for governing epistasis between amino 371 acid residues within individual protein structures. Although 372 the overall structural geometry of a protein is dictated by the 373 shape of the protein backbone, consideration of side-chains 374 is critical for maintaining this geometry and determining the 375 co-evolutionary dynamics of substitutions. Our findings do not 376 suggest that intra-molecular contacts between the backbone 377 atoms of residues are not important for folding or stabilizing 378 protein structures. Rather, our results suggest that contacts 379 between backbone atoms are not likely to be detected by evo-380 lutionary coupling analyses and imply that epistatis between 381 residues is largely governed by whether side-chain atoms are 382 in direct contact.
383
Direct coupling analyses and related methods have sig-384 nificantly improved our ability to leverage the experiment 385 of natural sequence evolution for the purpose of predicting 386 important properties of proteins. While these methods con-387 tinue to find novel applications, they are beginning to provide 388 mechanistic insight into the evolutionary process (56) . Ulti-389 mately, it may even be possible to incorporate more realistic 390 pair-wise interactions into models of sequence evolution and 391 inference, which are almost exclusively site-independent. Fur-392 ther technical improvements, such as explicitly accounting 393 for the phylogenetic relatedness of sequences, may allow for 394 even more accurate inference of evolutionary couplings and 395 consequently insight into biological mechanisms. 10,000 hits we stopped and selected the top scoring 10,000 hits 456 for further analysis. For sequences with fewer than 10,000 hits 457 we moved to the next largest database and repeated the process.
396
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Materials and Methods
458
Finally for the small number of sequences for which we did not 459 accumulate at least 1,000 sequences in the largest database (rp75), 460 we used the online version of PHMMER to search the UniprotKB 461 database and downloaded the maximum results.
462
For each protein, we next aligned the hits along-side the reference 
468
Using these alignments, we next calculated evolutionary cou-469 plings between residue-residue pairs. All results in the main 470 manuscript are displayed using CCMpred with default parameters 471 (0.8 local sequence re-weighting threshold, 0.2 pairwise regulariza-472 tion coefficients, average product correction). We additionally used 473 the 'plmc' method from the EVcouplings framework with default 474 parameters (no average product correction) and PSICOV (default 475 parameters excepting: "-z 50 -r 0.001") to ensure the robustness of 476 our findings.
477
Except where otherwise noted (Fig. 5) , main text results (Fig. 3, 
483
Evolutionary simulations. For the example protein used throughout 484 the text (PDB:1AOE) we performed mutation accumulation simu-485 lations using PYROSETTA. We first read in the ".PDB" structure
486
(with di-sulfide bonds turned off), and minimized it so as to optimize 487 thermodynamic stability by rotamer selection and backbone move-488 ments. We next fixed the backbone, and implemented an expedited accept it based off of the resulting change in structural stability. 496 Mutations which either did not alter or which increased stability 497 (i.e. resulted in a decreased ∆G) were accepted. Mutations that 498 decreased stability were accepted with a probability proportional 499 to their ∆∆G as in Teufel and Wilke (2017) . At the end of the 500 evolutionary process, the resulting amino acid sequence was stored 501 for future analysis.
502
We performed thousands of independent replicates of this expe-503 dited evolutionary process where we altered the number of accepted 504 mutations that we accumulated, the number of replicate evolution-505 ary experiments that we performed, and the fraction of the initial 506 wild-type stability value that we used for our selection criteria. Col-507 lections of the resulting sequences were analyzed via evolutionary 508 coupling algorithms in the same manner as empirical sequences, 509 with no need for sequence alignment. 
